
NINTU NEW AUSTRALIAN MIST KITTEN LIST
BEFORE TAKING YOUR KITTEN HOME, YOU WILL NEED:
CARRY BASKET – wire & plastic construction, cabin style (BRING WITH YOU TO COLLECT)
LITTER TRAY – covered plastic tray with deep base, no cat flap, small tray to place inside
while kitten is young, LITTER SCOOP.
LITTER – 1 part of Max’s Cat Litter, to 2 parts of Paper Pellets (eg Breeders Choice) Both can
be bought at the Supermarket. Both are biodegradable and can be composted
GROOMING TOOLS – Metal Flea Comb with handle, Nail Clippers. While the kitten can be
bathed, I prefer regular combing and brushing, specially at the end of winter when the
seasonal coat is being shed.
FOOD & WATER BOWLS -  water bowl must be heavy, unspillable, ceramic, and placed in a
cheap plastic litter tray.
FOOD:

1. FRESH RAW MEAT, sourced from BUTCHER, MINCED,

PIECES

BEEF, LAMB, HEART, LIVER, KIDNEY, KANGAROO

2. FRESH CHICKEN, sourced from BUTCHER

RAW: WINGS (segments)         COOKED (no bones)

3. FISH, FRESH (if cooked – no bones, if raw, will eat the lot),

   CANNED Cheap People Tuna in oil, sardines in oil

4. CANNED MEAT Preferred Brands: NONE

5. DRY FOOD: TREAT & TRAIN ONLY: Optimum Furball with

chicken, Royal Canin (for active young cat) NO KITTEN

BISCUITS

6. MILK PRODUCTS: NO MILK(S) Plain Yoghurt - add a

teaspoon of yoghurt to a wet meal 3 times a week. Grated

Cheese Important sources of Calcium .

7. OTHER PRODUCTS Raw/cooked table scraps &

trimmings, Raw Egg, Bones, encourage your kitten to continue

bones, to ensure good teeth and healthy gums. Lamb offcuts f

and portions of chicken wing are what I use.

MEAL PREPARATION: Use mince/s, canned fish, yoghurt, egg, in va
make a mince mix as the basis of the meal. Garnish with pieces of m
wing portions, sprinkle with grated cheese. (See single kitten meal ab
KITTEN STATION
You will need to have decided on a safe warm place to set out the foo
a bed and a scratching post which the kitten can call his/her OWN.
WORMING
Your kitten was last wormed on the first day of the season OR
Suitable Products: Felex & Exelpet tablets. Make a regular appointme
first day of each season.  (Ignore the ‘use by’ date on tablets – they 
vet’s advice!!)
FLEA CONTROL
Your kitten should have no fleas. To control use ‘Spot-On’ products s
Activyl, Frontline & Advantage, either at recommended interval, or oc
warmer/more humid parts of the year.
CHECK WHEN YOU COLLECT
Does your kitten need stitches removed?
Does you kitten still require one more vaccination to complete the kit
Have you a vet already, or have you considered finding one?
REMINDER
If you have a concern or a question, remember to contact me first, e
veterinary emergency.  03 56296211, ausmist@dcsi.net.au
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NINTU CATTERY
KITTEN SALE GUARANTEE

DR TRUDA M STRAEDE, 15 SOUTH BANK RD, BUNYIP VIC 3815

03 56296211   ausmist@dcsi.net.au

I, Truda M Straede undertake that this kitten

KITTEN NAME                                                                       MICROCHIP NUMBER

* is in good health and free from any infectious disease

* has been checked by my veterinarian

* has been wormed at the time indicated on the diet and instruction chart

* is free of fleas/has been treated with a ‘top spot’ preparation

* has been vaccinated at least twice, and is accompanied by a vaccination certificate in
confirmation, indicating the next recommended vaccination date

* to the best of my knowledge is free from any known heritable diseases  common within the
breed

* has been desexed, and is accompanied  by a veterinary certificate as proof

* has not had  additional surgery

* has been microchipped,  (transfer of ownership on the microchip register is being carried out
by me as part of the sale price. The Certificate confirming this transfer will be sent directly to
you by PETSAFE.)

*is accompanied by a general diet and instructions chart, literature on microchipping and any
information requested by you, concerning for example, scratching posts, enclosures .

* Should the kitten prove unsatisfactory, in accordance with the requirements with the Code of
Practice for the Operation of Breeding and Rearing Businesses (Revision 1) the following refund
policy applies:

1. If you, the purchaser decide to return this animal to me within 3 days of sale, for any
reason not supported by a statement from a veterinary practitioner, I will take this animal
back and refund 75% of the purchase price.

2. If you, the purchaser decides to return this animal to me within 21 days of sale
accompanied by a statement from a veterinary practitioner that this animal is unacceptable
for health reasons, I will take this animal back and refund 100% of the purchase price.

If this animal is diagnosed with, suffering from, dies or is euthanased from a disease that
is traceable to me, within 3 years of purchase, I will refund 100% of the purchase price
where you, the owner of the animal provides supporting statements from a veterinary
practitioner.

Signed                                                                                         Date
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